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The Little Prince and nbsp;(French: and nbsp;Le Petit Prince) is a and nbsp;novella and nbsp;by French aristocrat, writer, and aviator and nbsp;Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. It was first published in English and
French in the US by and nbsp;Reynal and amp; Hitchcock and nbsp;in April 1943, and posthumously in France following the and nbsp;liberation of France and nbsp;as Saint-Exupéry's works had been
banned by the and nbsp;Vichy Regime. The story follows a young prince who visits various planets in space, including Earth, and addresses themes of loneliness, friendship, love, and loss. Despite its style
as a children's book, and nbsp;The Little Prince and nbsp;makes observations about life, adults and human nature. The Little Prince and nbsp;became Saint-Exupéry's most successful work, selling an
estimated 140 million copies worldwide, which makes it one of the and nbsp;best-selling and nbsp;and and nbsp;most translated books and nbsp;ever published. and nbsp;It has been translated into 301
languages and dialects. and nbsp;The Little Prince and nbsp;has been adapted to numerous art forms and media, including audio recordings, radio plays, live stage, film, television, ballet, and opera.
Because of her stepsisters, Eve Jamison is driven from her hometown in scandal with a train ticket in one hand and a proxy marriage license in the other. But when she arrives in the small Colorado mountain
town, she discovers her groom recently died. Even though she never met her husband, the new widow learns she is quite wealthy. At the mercy of her dead husband's money-grubbing family, Knox and Jed
Dare each vow to protect her. They both want the beautiful bluestocking and refuse to cede way to the other. Eve has other ideas where the two men are concerned. Because she is now a woman of Slate
Springs, she doesn't have to choose. She wants both Jed and Knox... and gets them.
They won't release me until I breed with the alien beast... After crashing onto a desert planet filled with alien savages, I find myself struggling to survive. My sister relies on me for her medicine, so I must get
back to her. Problem is, a lone alien with an intense stare and brands on his chest has been stalking me from afar. When he finally approaches me, I'm surprised to learn he wants to help. But just as I'm
given this lifeline, we're both captured by a savage tribe. They want him to take me by force, to prove to everyone that he's the vicious beast they say he is. Either he claims me, or all the warriors of the tribe
will. We both have the same priority - survival. But will I make it out of this trial the same person? Or will our mating transform me entirely, inside and out? Alien Seed is an alien sci-fi romance, from the
Warriors of the Oasis series of standalone books. This novel features a spitfire heroine and the sexy alien warrior who seeks to possess her. No cheating, no cliffhangers, and a very happily ever after is
guaranteed.
One way or another, I'm going to make her my new bride. Georgia is a teacher, fluent in Mixian. She is patient and loves kids. But she is a little gullible, to her own detriment.Prince Kylin is the crown prince of
Mixis. He is intelligent, loyal, and unfortunately for him, the worst sort of hopeless romantic.Georgia is conned into thinking she is going to interview for a position to teach English to the Mixian children, when
in actuality, she is interviewing for an arranged marriage to Prince Kylin. Sadly, neither has any idea until after signing on the dotted line.By the time Prince Kylin finds out what happened, it's already too late.
He's already been made to look like he orchestrated her forced marriage to him. He swears to avenge her honor--and to prove that he is worthy of her love.To make matters worse, tensions between Mixis
and Earth rise. And the person responsible for it all is kidnapped by the troublesome neighbors, the Dolarians.Will Georgia be able to defuse the situation peacefully? What will happen concerning her
marriage to Prince Kylin?Forced To Marry The Alien Prince is part of the In The Stars Romance line. This is a full length sci-fi alien romance with NO cheating, NO cliffhangers, and a guaranteed happy
ending!
We will claim her.She looks at my triad with disgust and hatred.We stare at her with pure hunger. Captured and forced to battle in the blood-soaked arenas of Bugra, my triad will live and die under the
scorching sun. The only thing that moves our weary muscles and overcomes the pain of our wounds is the obsession of claiming our fated mate.She is brought to us humiliated and disheveled, and yet still
her eyes burn with defiance. We are born to battle. We are born to blood and violence. Aurelians have no master, and when we break our shackles there will be a reckoning. She will be ours, even if I have to
level empires and plunge the universe into war. I would kill for her, die for her, even as her hatred burns me to the core. She will be ours.Look inside to preview the book!
A lost princess or a lost cause? Melody Harp is taken by a handsome blue-skinned prince who claims she is the key to his planet’s liberation. In the city that never sleeps, Melody Harp has found her boring
life to be unfulfilling. Her career is relatively normal, working for a successful graphic design company that only seems to pass the time. But she’s distracted. A reoccurring dream of flashing lights and
humming discs remains in the back of her mind until she finally encounters the source: an alien prince from a distant planet. The blue-skinned prince named Tezod Moss appears to her suddenly during a
night out and insists she is a princess of the planet Efloe. Their connection is instantaneous and Melody falls for him immediately, the puzzle of her dream finally coming together with a passionate kiss. But
the planet is in disarray. The Eflorian people have only one hope—and that hope is her. Could she really be the lost princess or has her dream seeped into her reality? A stand-alone story with guaranteed
HEA! --There are a million ways to end up in the Alien Bride Lottery. But all it takes is one. Every unmarried female human over the age of twenty-one gets entered once a year. You can also accept extra entries for
legal infractions--instead of paying a parking fine, for example, you can request an extra entry. Lots of women do that. I mean, why not? The chances are astronomical that your name will get chosen to be
one of the hundred or so women who get shipped off to space every year. And even if your name is drawn, the odds are slim that you'll match up with an alien who's looking for a mate. Most of the lotterydrawn women come back to Earth every year and resume their lives as if nothing changed. But some don't. And no matter what, getting drawn in the Lottery means you have to compete in the Bride Games.
Guess that's where I'm heading now. I only hope I can avoid catching the eye of one of the giant, rainbow-hued brutes whose mission is to protect Earth--and who can claim me as a mate. All because I was
Entered in the Alien Bride Lottery... Fans of Grace Goodwin, Laurann Dohner, and Ruby Dixon will love this steamy new series featuring gorgeous, bright alien heroes and the sassy human women they
choose as mates! Every book in the Khanavai Warrior Bride Games series is a standalone romance. Join these brides as they find a whole new world of happily ever afters. Buy now for hot alien romance!
The critically acclaimed, award-winning, modern classic Speak is now a stunning graphic novel. "Speak up for yourself—we want to know what you have to say." From the first moment of her freshman year at
Merryweather High, Melinda knows this is a big fat lie, part of the nonsense of high school. She is friendless—an outcast—because she busted an end-of-summer party by calling the cops, so now nobody will
talk to her, let alone listen to her. Through her work on an art project, she is finally able to face what really happened that night: She was raped by an upperclassman, a guy who still attends Merryweather and
is still a threat to her. With powerful illustrations by Emily Carroll, Laurie Halse Anderson's Speak: The Graphic Novel comes alive for new audiences and fans of the classic novel. This title has Common Core
connections.

Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ,
challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to
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people in various world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made possible his deep, personal
relationship with God.
DROKAA warrior owns what he is able to take. And I take her.She's trembling in a closet, hiding from the raiding party invading her human settlement. Hiding from me.I collar her.
I own her. She's mine by law.As the Captain of the Imperial Guard, I've sworn a solemn oath to have no mate, sire no offspring.Oath-breakers are traitors, executed without a
second thought. Let them try. I'll beat them all for a chance to claim my mate.ARENI just want to go home. Except, I don't have one. These alien bastards burned it to the
ground.And the biggest bastard of them all put a collar around my neck. He parades me around on the end of a leash like I'm his newest pet. My clothes are torn and my body is
exposed and there's about a hundred alien warriors looking at me like they can't wait to have a turn.He keeps me safe from the horde. I'm his lawful captive, his property--and he
doesn't want to share. But will he fight this hard to protect me when he finds out who I really am?This is the second book in the Zalaryn Raiders Trilogy and they should be read
in order, but this is Droka and Aren's story and an HEA is guaranteed!
Banished by his parents to the third planet in the Sol system, Prince Harht'ngh'chaali of the Second Grand Clan is completely fascinated by its inhabitants. Assuming the human
name "Harry," he tries to pass for a human to survive, but being human is so much harder than Harry expected. Humans are so confusing. Adam Crawford isn't looking for love.
Financially secure and good-looking, he's in a good place in his life. He doesn't mean to fall in love with the quirky guy working at the coffee shop near his office. Harry is
ridiculous--and ridiculously endearing. He wears ugly shirts and flowers in his hair, and he has a kind word for everyone. Adam falls hard and fast. Little does he know that Harry
isn't what he seems and anything between them is impossible. Star-crossed love between a human man and an alien prince from a world half a galaxy away.
The red guy. Again. Emry thought she was done with alien Romeos who made promises and then ditched you, but their paths continued to cross. What’s a girl to do when the
same guy keeps turning up like a bad penny? Steal his ship. Four years ago, Ren sent his away and regretted it every day. Now fate has given him a second chance. He won't let
her run away. The chase is on.
Abducted and sold as a slave. Tossed in a cell with a hunky alien. Will we survive the Xillian Games? Abducted by aliens and sold as the 'entertainment' in the bloodthirsty Xillian
Games, Hannah refuses to give up and resign herself to death. But to have any hope of breaking free, she needs the help of her deliciously sexy alien cell mate.If Taark is to
have any hope of winning the Xillian Games, he must be strong. Caring for Hannah is out of the question. Emotions are for the weak, and he will need all the strength he can
muster if they are both to survive.Buy Mated to the Alien Warrior now to dive headlong into the world of Hannah and Taark, intergalactic space travel, muscle bound alpha males,
overgrown lizards and a love that conquers all obstacles. Book 1 in the Xillian Rebellion Series. A full-length romance novel with a satisfying happy-ever-after ending. Book 1 in
the Xillian Rebellion Series. Can be read as a stand-alone - but keep an eye out for Book 2 in the series (coming soon), as you won't want this story to end!
Recently jobless and homeless, now I've been kidnapped by aliens. I thought my day couldn't get any worse… until the disgusting Orkun warlords who abducted me tell me I'm
meant to be a "bride" for their commander. No! No freaking way. But before I can figure out a way off this spaceship, I find myself caught in the middle of an uprising by their
other captives: a breathtakingly masculine gladiator race called Kalixians. With their bronze skin, horns, and rippling muscles, the Kalixians look like gods. Their leader, Tordax, is
the most stunning of all. His touch sets off fireworks in my body, and I'm drawn to him in a way I can't understand-especially considering we don't even speak the same language.
But am I really safer now, or have I just traded one captor for another? What does this powerful alien want with me? And why does he keep looking at me like I'm his? Claimed is
a full-length standalone sci-fi romance featuring hot alien gladiators with huge… horns, a sassy heroine who finds her courage in space, and a possessive alpha hero who would
do anything to protect his fated mate. If you like sexy aliens, sweeping adventure, and steamy romance, you’ll love this series. No cheating, no cliffhanger, and a happily ever
after guaranteed! Fated Mates of the Kalixian Warriors series: Book 1: Claimed (Rose & Tordax) Book 2: Seized (Harper & Malav) Book 3: Rescued (Autumn & Sorsir) Book 4:
Bound Book 5: Broken
The last thing I expected this Thanksgiving was to meet an alien prince. Because I have no life and no friends, I'm working a shift at the convenience store on Thanksgiving. I
expect the day to be completely uneventful. Then a freaking UFO lands in the parking lot. Sani is a 7-foot-tall green man with 12-pack abs, and he's a prince from the planet Eler.
Even crazier? He is in search of a mate because he needs to repopulate his kingdom. And he wants me to be his mate... ***Get ready for Thanksgiving with this sweet and sexy
short story containing cavity-inducing instalove, a baffled heroine, a well-equipped alien prince, and a HEA! Part of Romance Books You Should Be Reading: The Holiday
Collection, a collaboration between your favorite authors of paranormal and scifi romance!*** Excerpt: My eyes almost leap out of my head when Sani casually lies next to me.
“Oh, are we sleeping together?” I ask. Surprised, he asks, “Does that make you uncomfortable? Should I sleep on the floor?” Willing myself to sound as cool as a cucumber, I
say, “I’m fine.” He looks unconvinced. “I don’t mind sleeping on the floor. I’ve slept on more uncomfortable surfaces.” I shake my head. “I’m fine,” I say again, though having
Sani’s tall and muscular body so close to mine is causing my heart to race. “Are you sure?” “I’m sure,” I say, though I’m totally not. He nods. “Okay.” For the next few
minutes, we lie in silence. I try to go to sleep, but my every cell is so aware of Sani. I can feel his warmth and smell his scent, which is sweet and spicy. I wonder if it’s his natural
scent or a cologne. Do people on his planet wear cologne? I watch him out of the corner of my eye. The more I look at him, the more handsome I find him. “Can’t sleep?” he
asks. “Are you considered attractive on your planet?” I blurt out. Oh, for the love of God, why did I ask that? Luckily, he doesn’t seem offended by my question. “I guess so.”
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Then he asks me, “How about you?” “I’m pretty average.” I’m not ugly, but I’m not beautiful. On my best days, I might be called pretty cute. “Really? I would’ve thought you
were well above average.” I suppress a giggle. If a human guy told me that my looks were “well above average,” I would’ve been like, “What the f**k?” But for some reason,
when Sani tells me that, joy warms my insides. “Thank you.” “Do you find me attractive?” I stare at him, at all of his defined lines, smooth green skin, all-violet eyes, full dark
blue lips. “Yes,” I say, my voice barely above a whisper. He strokes my cheek. “Do you mind if I kiss you?” I breathe, “I don’t mind.”
The hedonistic alien prince unwraps his birthday present. She’s beautiful… A full-figured Earthling female with hips, ample bosoms and sweet round features. She’s perfect for
bearing children. And tonight, the prince will have her… Whether she likes it or not, Reed Crenshaw belongs to him. A romantic sci-fi short story.
The little human is his perfect mate. She just doesn't know it yet. When Deza rescues a human female in peril, it's love at first sight and he immediately announces his desire to mate with her. The only
problem? Annika refuses to mate with an alien she's only known for five seconds. Not easily deterred, he sets about wooing the adorable little human, eager to win her affections and finally claim her as his
mate. Annika plans to return to Earth ASAP and can't allow herself to develop feelings for the hunky Vaxxlian who saved her life...even if he is the hottest, kindest, and dreamiest alien male she's ever met.
Despite her hesitation, his kisses make her melt and his arms are the sweetest refuge. When he makes a heartfelt gesture on Christmas Day to cheer her up, she starts to wonder if maybe, just maybe,
mating with Deza isn't the most impulsive idea in the universe...
Sleeping Funny is that rare book--a debut that introduces us to a fully mature writer, one who instantly draws you in with her lean style, empathy and wit, and keeps you reading, with growing admiration and
delight, from first page to last. These stories showcase Miranda Hill's astonishing range and virtuosity, introducing us to a protean variety of characters, each as well-realized as the next. Here is a writer who
can seamlessly inhabit the consciousness of a sixteen-year-old navigating an embarrassing sex-ed class, a middle-aged minister experiencing a devastating crisis of faith in a 19th century rural village, a
pilot's widow coping with her grief by growing an unusual "victory garden" during World War II, and well-heeled modern professional women juggling jobs, kids, and husbands, and trying to cope with the
arrival of a beautiful bohemian neighbour, on a gentrified street in downtown Toronto. The qualities that unite these remarkable stories are a pervasive sense of mystery and magic, a wonderful wit and
sophistication, and most surprisingly, the slight disorientation implied by the title: In Miranda Hill's beguiling universe, the "real world" is recognizable and slightly askew, as if you were experiencing one of
those strange dreams where you think you are awake--or as if you've been "sleeping funny" and are on the cusp of waking into the everyday world you thought you knew.
Molly was no stranger to life's little detours. After the last upheaval, she left her family's law firm to become a maintenance technician on the Space Station Bradbury 12. When an accident knocks her off her
feet, she's going to have to draw on all her resilience to get back up. First, though, she's going to have to figure out how to talk to the big, blue alien trying to help her.There wasn't supposed to be a space
station where Mintonar's ship emerged from the galactic bridge. As far as they knew, there wasn't supposed to be intelligent life on the planet, either. Proof of how wrong they were is laying in his Medical Bay
and it's his job to save her. When he touches her, his life turns upside down and his mission suddenly includes figuring out why everything inside him insists she's his mate. And convincing her of the same
thing, especially when they don't even speak the same language.
My Christmas miracle came in the form of a sexy alien. This holiday season, I have little reason to be merry. Thanks to my defective heart, I only have a few months left to live. Just when I think things can't
get any worse, I'm abducted by a (sexy) alien. But my abduction might turn out to be a blessing in disguise. He says his planet has medicine that could cure me. Then he tells me that he needs to repopulate
his planet and asks me if I can help with that... Get ready for Christmas with this sweet and sexy short story containing cavity-inducing instalove, a well-equipped alien prince, and a HEA! Part of Romance
Books You Should Be Reading: The Holiday Collection, a collaboration between your favorite authors of paranormal and scifi romance!
R'kos, son of the Ankylos Emperor, is expected to settle down. But he's much more attracted to human males than to his own species. Eager to explore his forbidden longings, he steals a ship and heads to
Elora Ki to see if he can find the right human guy. Darien robs the corrupt to give to those in need, but now he needs a ride off Elora Ki, stat. Pursued by drug lords, he accepts help from the amorous stranger
who calls himself Ricky. As they fly together along Darien's route, their friendship quickly turns into passion. But when Ricky is injured, Darien must contact the embassy to get his alien lover the medical care
he needs. As Darien finds himself accused of kidnapping, and Ricky fears his family's disappointment, can the two protect their growing relationship? Or are their differences just too great? 44,000 words
A rogue spaceship captain. A human scientist. An explosive attraction. Faith has spent the past eight years as a scientist locked in an alien research lab. When she finally manages to escape and finds out
what the aliens are doing with her work, she is appalled and determined to stop their plans. The alien spaceship captain who unknowingly assisted her escape is going to help her shut down the lab - whether
he wants to or not. And she's not going to let his massive body or the kind heart hidden behind his gruff facade distract her. Captain Athtar finally has his life exactly the way he wants it - he has his ship, his
crew, and his freedom. No mouthy little human is going to interfere with any of that, no matter how much she tempts him or how much his instincts demand that he claim her. If only he weren't as tempted as
much by her brilliant mind as by her luscious body. Can Faith and Athtar fight their overwhelming attraction long enough to defeat the evil scientists and stay ahead of the Imperial Fleet? And when the battle
is over, can there be a future for the two of them? Each book in the Alien Abduction series features a different couple and can be enjoyed as a standalone romance. Intended for mature readers.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and sentence highlighting to engage reluctant readers! In this first book of the Alien Agent series, we meet Zack, a normal kid with a crazy cousin,
Ethan, who thinks he's an alien. But is Ethan really crazy? And why do the same bald, odd-looking fat guys keep reappearing everywhere the boys go?
A spin-off of The Hunt series. Melisizwe is the Kgosi and sole ruler of the bu Kumkani Kingdom. He needs a powerful queen with alliances, wealth and connections at his side. To find his perfect mate, he
invites nine dignitaries from across the galaxy for a meet and greet. Instead of focusing on a fitting match, he’s plagued with assassination attempts, civil unrest, and meeting his true lifemate—a human. For
the good of his race, he must pledge himself to a female of status, so there’s no room in his life for a lowly security guard. Atlanta Georgia Moore has never visited Earth or her namesake. Born and raised on
a distant alien planet, she has worked hard to fit into a world with people who view human emotion as a weakness. She has trained hard to suppress all human traits until she meets the Kgosi. The effect he
has on her body and heart frightens her but, for the first time in her life, she wants to embrace who she really is. Atlanta can fight and protect others, but defending herself against love just may be the battle of
her life.

She is the prize.To win her?They have to breed her.Prince Fero won't let anyone else touch her.As a small-town girl, all Olivia wants is a happy life, a comfy couch, and binge-watching reality
TV shows. Unfortunately for her, she gets to be in one. Abducted by aliens, she is forced to take part in a brutal reality survival show on an alien planet, only she isn't one of the contestants.
She's the goal. The moment Prince Fero sets eyes on her, he knows. She is the one he has waited for his entire life. Yet she doesn't even know who he is. His heart knows her. No matter how
many warriors he must fight, no matter what he has to do, he will protect her, he will claim her as his own.What if she doesn't want to be claimed? This standalone action adventure science
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fiction romance novel features spicy hot scenes, dangerous adversaries, deadly fights, rescue romance, enthusiastic consent, a spunky fertile Earth woman, and one possessive smoking hot
alien Prince.
AYVINXOne more job and I'm out. I'm done with this lousy planet. Deliver the human female to the Imperator of Fenda so he can have an exotic new addition to his royal harem. But I can't get
enough of her. This feisty little human has the spirit of a true Zalaryn warrior. Just my luck. I've been blessed with a bonded mate--and she's the property of another male. I don't care what the
law says: she's mine.I've got a plan. And I can't wait to claim my prize...JULAI suppose this spaceship is better than rotting in an Earth jail cell. Because that's where I belong. I'm a thief. A
killer. Trust means nothing to me... unless I can use it to get what I want.This alien mercenary thinks he can tame me, thinks he can use me as a pawn in this intergalactic war? Let him
try.He's making me sweet promises, but too bad for him, I know how this game is played. I know the rules. And I know how to win. If I want to get off this planet, I have no choice but to trust
him. But when he tells me that I'm his bonded mate, I realize that maybe this isn't a game after all. Maybe it's something much, much more...
Daisy Kirkwood has only just escaped her small-town life and run away to New York City, the land of last-minute secret gigs at famous musical venues, when she's kidnapped by aliens.
Unfortunately, no one ever writes about how to handle alien abduction in those fancy NYC guidebooks. Griffin and Dev are supermassively sexy aliens from a politically and environmentally
troubled planet who arrive on Earth with very little knowledge about human ways other than what they learned from a wayward E! News signal. Their mission is to pretend to be the most
influential people on the planet—English pop stars, of course!—and gain the help of a powerful secret society. Upon arriving, they abduct Daisy Kirkwood, a nerdy young woman who loves
music but could seriously use a bit of help in the love-life department. Though Griffin and Daisy initially squabble, neither can deny the intergalactic sparks whenever they're too close to each
other. Together, they must face murderous aliens, cultural misunderstandings, bad backup musicians, and the dark side of fame and the media, all set against a tight deadline… Part High
Fidelity, part Bridget Jones' Diary, part Doctor Who, Dating an Alien Pop Star is a sexy romantic comedy.
I'll never let a man control me again.I left the Earth to get away from my controlling ex, and I refuse to fall into another man's arms ... not even an amazingly masculine alien that awakens an
uncontrollable attraction within me.Bask is the definition of alpha male and my opposite in every way. He comes from an alien species full of domineering males, and I'm not interested. I can't
deny that I'm hot for him, but I'm not willing to be his submissive little female.When our ship crash-es, he goes into protector mode. He thinks I'm a helpless human. I might not have the power
to summon fire at my fingertips, but I'm not weak.We're trapped together, but I'm not going to submit to him, no matter how hot it is when we kiss. If he wants me as his mate, he'll have to
accept the strong woman I've worked so hard to become.
Ambassador's Bride, C.J. Scarlett, Sci-Fi Romance In a dystopian future where humans have foolishly squandered Earth's natural resources, the few remaining people are becoming
desperate. Crowded in huge underground cities, they've finally come to the end of the line and they must decide whether or not they will trade the only valuable resource Earth has left...
Women. Being the daughter of a wealthy diplomat, Rose is blissfully ignorant of how the less fortunate live. Desperate to escape to a planet where she can enjoy the sun on her face and swim
in clear unpolluted oceans, she vows to make herself the first bride to be mated to off-worlders. When the Krylon delegation arrives, she realizes that in addition to being good stewards of their
planet, eager for female companionship, and polite to a fault, the Krylon males are also drop dead gorgeous. Unfortunately, Earth's population is vehemently opposed to the galactic mate's
treaty... will Rose and her soon to be Alien Husband be able to make their escape from Earth?
Could the story of mankind be far older than we have previously believed? Using tools as varied as archaeo-astronomy, geology, and computer analysis of ancient myths, Graham Hancock
presents a compelling case to suggest that it is. “A fancy piece of historical sleuthing . . . intriguing and entertaining and sturdy enough to give a long pause for thought.”—Kirkus Reviews In
Fingerprints of the Gods, Hancock embarks on a worldwide quest to put together all the pieces of the vast and fascinating jigsaw of mankind’s hidden past. In ancient monuments as far apart
as Egypt’s Great Sphinx, the strange Andean ruins of Tihuanaco, and Mexico’s awe-inspiring Temples of the Sun and Moon, he reveals not only the clear fingerprints of an as-yet-unidentified
civilization of remote antiquity, but also startling evidence of its vast sophistication, technological advancement, and evolved scientific knowledge. A record-breaking number one bestseller in
Britain, Fingerprints of the Gods contains the makings of an intellectual revolution, a dramatic and irreversible change in the way that we understand our past—and so our future. And
Fingerprints of God tells us something more. As we recover the truth about prehistory, and discover the real meaning of ancient myths and monuments, it becomes apparent that a warning
has been handed down to us, a warning of terrible cataclysm that afflicts the Earth in great cycles at irregular intervals of time—a cataclysm that may be about to recur. “Readers will hugely
enjoy their quest in these pages of inspired storytelling.”—The Times (UK)
XALAXWhen I see her groped and humiliated at the auction house, I have no choice but to buy her. Even if a virgin human female costs as much as all the minerals on Fenda. I don't care if
it's against the rules, if the healers say our DNA isn't compatible. I'm the Crown Prince. I make the rules. I take what I want. And I want her. She's my proper mate. I can feel it. But first, I must
claim her. I'll try to be gentle with my delicate little creature, but I don't know if I can...RESAI'm a Marked human female, bought and paid for. He can do anything he wants to me. This gigantic,
muscled alien has total mastery over my body. I've never done this before... with human or alien. I'm frightened, alone and trembling but I can't help but imagine what it will feel like when this
hulking creature takes me...Why would I desire this brute? Even if he's the one who saved me. The only one to show me kindness. All that stuff he said about bonding and mates, that's just
alien superstition. It's not what's happening. Is it?
When most people win a lottery, they get money. I got a big green alien warrior who wants to claim my body. Lucky me. Entering The Mates Lottery, a contest set up by five alien races to find
human brides to breed with, was the only way to get the money I needed to save my youngest sister.I never expected to win. And while I may have won the lottery, Prince Khirrox is dead set
on winning my heart...~ Prince Claimed is the first of an eight-book series called The Mates Lottery. Sexy alien warriors meet feisty Earth women who steal their hearts in this series. Will they
steal yours too?

"I need a mate who doesn't want me just because of my royal status. That's why I'm going to buy her at the auction." Ella is a plus-size girl who came from a rich family. One of
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power, since her father is the mayor. Her friends are only friends with her due to her status. Her father is a drunk, and an angry one at that. Behind closed doors, her life at home
is a living hell.Zarbonov is an alien shifter prince who comes from a highly influential family as well. He's under pressure by his family to find a mate.When Ella is abducted, part of
her is happy to get away from her previous life. It means a chance to start fresh and to be free from the invisible chains her father has put around her feet.Zarbonov buys her at
the auction, but she doesn't obey his every command as he expected her to. She doesn't want to be in the same position she was back home.He will need to show her love in
order for her to voluntarily do what he wants. She will need to earn his trust, as well, in order for him to let her be herself.When push comes to shove, will they get what they each
want? Or will they lose everything they worked so hard to achieve?Bought By The Alien Prince is book 2 of the Alien Auction House series. There is NO cheating, NO
cliffhangers, and a happy ending!
I wanted some excitement in my life, but getting abducted and sold to an alien prince might be a little more than I can handle. Elya is in Vegas escaping her boring life and letting
her hair down for the first time in years. She and her best friends from high school, Jada and Sierra, win it big and hit the town. The last thing they expect, on one of the luckiest
nights of their life, is to be abducted by a horrific species of sex-trafficking aliens. They are sold at auction to a mysterious stranger who turns out to be Miska A'rmas, a prince of
one of the most feared kingdoms in the entire galaxy, the Gok'han empire. His 10-year-long mission to save his people has left him hopeless but, it turns out, that this strange
female called Elya might be the key to the survival of his species as well as, his only weakness. He needs to breed her, but she holds his life in her hands. Claimed by the Warrior
Prince is the first book in the new series: Rulers of the Gok'han empire. Each installment contains brave, strong-willed heroines and brooding, powerful aliens bound together by
exhilarating action and steamy romance. No cliffhangers. No cheating. Happy ending guaranteed.
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth, observed by a ruthless lunar people, Cinder, a gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes involved with handsome Prince Kai and must
uncover secrets about her past in order to protect the world in this futuristic take onthe Cinderella story.
She's my princess, and I will do anything to keep her safe - whatever secrets she's keepingXendarMarrying the imperial princess wasn't my idea, but it will stop a war between
our nations. I didn't expect to actually like her, though. She's not what I expected, almost as though she isn't a princess at all.Instead of being vain and self-obsessed, she's shy,
frightened, vulnerable... and amazing. Her passion, her inner strength, everything about her calls to me, makes me want to claim her as my mate. Together we could stand
against anything. If only she would look at me the same way.HopeBeing abducted by aliens was bad enough, and now I'm supposed to marry one? He's an alien prince, proud
and arrogant, and worst of all he thinks I'm some kind of space princess! All I have to do is keep up the disguise until I can get away and back to Earth. But the longer I'm with
Xendar, the less I want to escape. It's hard to think about leaving when I'm wrapped in his arms, held against his incredible body. He's not the only problem, though. Someone
doesn't want the prince and princess to have their happy ever after, and they don't mind killing us both to stop it. If Xendar can't keep us both safe, my secret won't matter to
anyone!Stolen for the Alien Prince is a standalone science fiction romance. Happy ever after ending guaranteed!
Sold to the Alien Prince: a Sci-Fi Alien Romance (Zalaryn Raiders Book 1)
Torn between duty and desire, and on the brink of civil war, Zak only has one shot to get it right for all of Ishtaan and the woman who stole his heart. Callie dreamed of being
whisked away from her rat-infested apartment and the mountain of debt due to failed fertility treatments her ex left her with, but waking up on an alien spaceship a million miles
from Earth was not the improvement she was hoping for. Discovering that she was one of six other female captives taken to repopulate a dying alien civilization did not make it
better. But finding out she was expected to mate with the towering, silver-hued alien was the final straw. First Prince Zakaarir was out of choices. His sire's greedy ambitions
brought their world to the brink of starvation and started an interplanetary war that nearly destroyed their people. Their females were dying of a genetic disease, and bringing in
replacements from another world was a last desperate attempt to save all Ishtaans from extinction. All he needed was to make one his Queen so he could claim his title and save
his people from another war. Beautiful, smart, and far too independent for her own good, Callie was the last thing he expected, and the worst thing that could happen as Callie
couldn't give him the young he so desperately needed. In a last desperate race against time when the unthinkable happened and his sire committed the ultimate betrayal putting
Callie's life in danger, Zak knew he would be forced to choose between the woman he was coming to love... And the people he was sworn to protect.
An incomparable gift for Christine Feehan fans, Dark Prince returns in a new, author’s cut special edition. #1 New York Times bestseller Feehan revisits her classic tale of
paranormal romance—the breathtaking story of a beautiful hunter with extraordinary telepathic abilities captivated by the powerful allure of a tormented prince of the mysterious
Carpathians—expanding the beloved story by 100 never before seen pages! Here is your golden opportunity to experience the first book in Christine Feehan’s remarkable Dark
saga as you never have before, whether it’s a glorious re-entrance into this writer’s mystical, unforgettable world…or your very first visit!
The Hunter. Prince Themba bu Kumkani has spent his whole life putting family and kingdom above his own wants and needs. With his impending bonding ceremony on the
horizon, he’s gifted a coveted spot in The Hunt. His catch and release strategy is forgotten once he lays eyes on the human female. Their hide and seek game is fuel to the fire
raging out of control for her. He’s staked his claim on a mate he cannot have, but can’t live without. Now Themba has to choose between love or family. One choice will bring
happiness while the other will cost him his homeworld and title. The Prey. With an ex who didn’t want to be an ex, and an impending divorce hanging over her head, Payton Cole
already thought her life had gone to hell in a handbasket. Then she woke up in an alien survival of the fittest game. Her top priority is to keep herself and her dog alive until the
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end. Winning The Hunt means gaining her freedom, but returning to Earth isn’t a high priority. She doesn’t know where she’ll go or what she’ll do, but one thing’s for sure—she
doesn’t intend to be anyone’s property.
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